ABSTRACT

AIM: Posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) aneurysms are uncommon. The natural history and management of these aneurysms remains poorly understood. Surgical treatment of PICA aneurysms is challenging in view of their close neurovascular relationship.

MATERIAL AND METHODS: Data relating to clinical presentation, radiological findings, operative approaches and outcomes were analyzed in 27 consecutive patients surgically treated for PICA aneurysms in a single hospital between January 1991 and December 2010.

RESULTS: Headache was the most common presentation (100%) followed by gait ataxia (14.8%) and lower cranial nerve dysfunction (7.4%). SAH was seen in 20 patients, intraventricular hemorrhage in 22 patients, and 3 had evidence of intracerebellar hematoma. Eighteen aneurysms were located proximally and 9 were located distally. The 25 saccular and 2 fusisaccular aneurysms were secured by direct clipping (24 cases) or aneurysmorrhaphy (3 cases) using a far-lateral suboccipital (without condylar resection) or midline/paramedian suboccipital approach. Overall outcome at the time of hospital discharge was excellent or good in 88.9% of the patients.

CONCLUSION: PICA aneurysms, by virtue of their rarity and strategic location pose a unique technical challenge. Depending on the PICA segment affected, variations in the surgical corridor and clipping strategy were major contributors to good outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Aneurysms arising from the posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) are uncommon. The incidence ranges from 0.49-3% of all intracranial aneurysms (13, 25). More than 80% of PICA aneurysms arise from the vertebral artery (VA)-PICA junction which are often grouped under the heading 'vertebrobasilar artery' aneurysms (19). A much smaller proportion arises from the distal segment of PICA with most arising proximal to the choroidal point. Rebleeding rates of these aneurysms is high thereby potentiating the need for early surgery. The anatomy of PICA is quite variable (21) and angiograms might not be always helpful in locating these aneurysms during the initial study. This stresses the need to do a bilateral vertebral artery angiogram in cases of subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) to
look for PICA aneurysms. The incidence of lower cranial nerve palsies following surgical treatment of these aneurysms can be as high as 60% (1,12,13,17,18,22,24,27). This complication is often due to handling of the lower cranial nerves during dissection of the aneurysm to achieve successful clipping. Though operative techniques such as condylar drilling as part of the far lateral approach have been used to widen the exposure, it has not decreased this complication rate significantly (1,2,12,27). The infrequency of these aneurysms makes evaluation with relation to treatment outcome necessary to understand management options.

In this article we retrospectively analyze the clinical features, case management and results in 27 consecutive PICA aneurysms operated at our institute. We also discuss regarding the operative approach for proximal PICA aneurysms and question the need for condylar resection routinely.

**MATERIAL and METHODS**

All patients with an imaging diagnosis of PICA aneurysm for the period January 1991 to December 2010 who were surgically treated had their charts retrospectively reviewed. For the purpose of data analysis PICA aneurysms were grouped as proximal and distal, the former including aneurysms at the origin or along the anterior medullary & lateral medullary segments of the artery. Data were collected regarding demographics, presenting signs and symptoms, World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies (WFNS) grade, computed tomography (CT) findings, aneurysm location and anatomy, management strategy and postoperative neurological complications. Patient outcome was assessed using Glasgow outcome scale (GOS) scores at the time of discharge and at 6 months follow-up.

**Surgical Procedure**

We have routinely approached proximal PICA aneurysms using a lateral subcortical route. Proximal control of the vertebral artery is achieved either by an extradural exposure of the vessel or intradurally, just after dural entry. The lateral foramen magnum rim is removed but we do not consider drilling of the lateral occipital condyle necessary for adequate exposure. The key point for finding the origin of PICA is at the right exit zone of the hypoglossal nerve. The proximal perforators especially to the brainstem often pose a difficulty in order to clearly delineate the aneurysm. The aneurysmal neck can often be defined by sharp dissection keeping in mind its proximity to critical neurovascular structures. A median or paramedian craniectomy in the prone position provides easy and direct access for distal aneurysms involving the tonsillomedullary, telovelotonsillary and cortical segments of PICA.

**RESULTS**

**Patient Demographics and Clinical Characteristics**

Twenty-seven patients underwent surgery for a diagnosis of PICA aneurysm of which 20 (74%) were females. The average age of the group was 44.6 years (range 25 to 68 years).

All patients presented with aneurysmal rupture. Patients presenting with blood in the subarachnoid space (n = 20) were stratified based on the WFNS grading system. Without adjusting for other medical illnesses, 17 patients presented with WFNS grade 1, 3 with grade 2 and none with grade 3 or above. Headache was the only presenting symptom observed in all the patients, possibly secondary to subarachnoid hemorrhage and hydrocephalus. Examination findings included neck stiffness in 20, cerebellar signs in 4 and lower cranial nerve palsy in 2 patients.

**Radiographic Features**

**Computerized tomographic (CT) scanning:** All the patients who presented with acute symptoms suggestive of intracranial bleed underwent CT within 24 to 48 hours after the ictus. In most of the cases there was a delay in patient referral. Intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) was evident in 22 (81.4%) and intracerebellar hemorrhage was observed in 3 others. Early hydrocephalus was present in 10, of which 2 patients required an external ventriculair drain prior to surgery.

**Arteriography:** Four-vessel cerebral angiography was done in all the patients. In 25 patients the angiogram revealed the aneurysm while in the remaining 2 patients, a second angiogram repeated after 2 weeks detected the aneurysm. 13 patients had aneurysms located at the PICA origin (Figure 1A-D). The rest of the aneurysms were located along PICA, with 2 arising from the anterior medullary segment (Figure 2A-D), 3 from the lateral medullary segment (Figure 3A-D), 6 from the telovelotonsillary segment (Figure 4A-D) and none from the cortical segment. We had two cases of distal AICA-PICA variant aneurysms, one arising from the telovelotonsillary segment and the other from the tonsillomedullary segment. There were 2 fusiform aneurysms while the rest were saccular with an identifiable neck. Only one aneurysm was giant (>25 mm) in size and 4 aneurysms were large (15 to 25 mm).

**Operative Procedure**

Owing to the referral pattern in this part of the country, none of the ruptured aneurysms could be treated within 48 hours of the ictus. Ten were clipped within 2 to 5 days on a semi-urgent basis, and 17 patients had to wait for longer than 5 days for the procedure. No patient had recurrent hemorrhage upon arrival at our institution. 24 aneurysms were directly clipped without any intraoperative complications. One patient had a large fusiform aneurysm from the lateral medullary segment that was partially thrombosed and calcified. Aneurysmorrhaphy was done and wrapped with muscle tissue. In 2 patients, in view of poor aneurysm configuration for clipping, aneurysmorrhaphy was done with multiple clips. None of the cases required parent vessel occlusion or bypass procedure. Intraoperative temporary parent artery occlusion was performed depending on the complexity of aneurysm dissection and surgeon preference. There was no record of intraoperative aneurysmal rupture.
Figure 1: Axial non-contrast CT brain (A) showing diffuse SAH with fourth ventricular bleed. CT angiogram (B,C) demonstrating an aneurysm from the right PICA origin confirmed by a vertebral angiogram (D). This patient had a stormy post-operative period resulting from transient lower cranial nerve palsy requiring tracheostomy and ventilator support.

Figure 2: Preoperative vertebral angiograms (A,B) demonstrating aneurysm arising from the anterior medullary segment of right PICA that was clipped using a lateral suboccipital approach. Post-operative angiogram (C,D) does not reveal any residual aneurysm.
Figure 3: Vertebral angiogram (A,B) demonstrating aneurysm arising from the lateral medullary segment of the left PICA that was clipped. No evidence of residual aneurysm on post-operative angiogram (C,D).

Figure 4: Axial non-contrast CT brain (A) showing evidence of left cerebellar hematoma. Left vertebral injection angiograms (B,C,D) demonstrating left PICA aneurysm arising from the telovelotonsillar segment responsible for the intracerebellar bleed. This aneurysm was successfully clipped by a midline suboccipital approach.
Complications and Outcomes
At 6 months follow-up, 24 patients were available for review. 88.9% (24/27) of the patients were functionally independent (GOS score of 4 or 5) at the time of discharge. The GOS remained unchanged for the patients seen in the review clinic at 6 months.

The mean duration of hospital stay was 18.4 days (range 9 to 101 days). Twenty-four patients were discharged home, 2 required rehabilitation and 1 died in the hospital. 6 patients developed new postoperative neurological deficits representing neurological complications. Two (7.4%) patients developed vocal cord paralysis requiring tracheostomy; one being transient in nature. Three patients underwent ventriculoperitoneal shunt or endoscopic third ventriculostomy for persisting radiographic hydrocephalus. Three developed postoperative gait ataxia possibly due to ipsilateral cerebellar infarct that was proven by CT imaging in 2 of them. This complication was transient and improved within 3 months. A conventional angiogram / CT angiogram was performed in 16 patients after surgery depending on the surgeon’s preference. None of the angiograms revealed any residual aneurysm.

Three patients had poor results necessitating prolonged in-hospital care. One of these patients, operated for a distal AICA-PICA variant aneurysm developed brainstem dysfunction, required prolonged ventilator support and at the time of discharge was in a vegetative state. The second patient had lower cranial palsy necessitating prolonged tracheostomy. Both the above-mentioned patients never returned for follow-up visits. The third patient underwent a ventriculoperitoneal shunt for persistent hydrocephalus 2 days following clipping of PICA aneurysm. A week after surgery she developed myocardial infarction and could not be resuscitated. This was the only mortality in our series that could not be directly attributable to the primary pathology or its management. It would be wise to presume that the first two patients also ultimately added up to the mortality because this is the most likely scenario to be expected in the mid-term range.

DISCUSSION
Historical Perspective
PICA aneurysms are uncommon. Cruvelhier (3) in 1829 described a spherical aneurysm arising from the PICA-vertebral junction. Fernet (7) reported the first case of a distal PICA aneurysm in 1864. The largest review on PICA aneurysms was the series by Peerless and Drake of 146 cases (23). A study on the natural history of aneurysms following SAH revealed that those arising from the verteobasilar system were associated with the highest mortality rate (26).

Clinical Features
Patients with PICA aneurysms present at a younger age than those with aneurysms at other sites. In a study by Lewis et al. (19) the mean age reported was 51 years. In a report by Dernbach and colleagues (5), the mean age was slightly lower at 44.7 years. The mean age in our series (44.6 years) was consistent with literature reports.

Overall 74% of our patients presented with SAH. The most common presentation was headache and meningealism without focal deficits. Focal deficits are uncommon although bilateral abducens palsy, hemiparesis and truncal ataxia have been described earlier (6,15). Unilateral cerebellar dysfunction, as seen in few of our patients, can be due to the pressure effect of the aneurysm.

Location of Hemorrhage
The site of bleed on CT imaging helps in the assessment of aneurysm location. Rupture of proximal PICA aneurysms is often evident by the presence of hyperdensity in the ipsilateral basal cisterns, with or without extension into the fourth ventricle. Thirteen of 18 (72.2%) aneurysms located in the proximal PICA segments demonstrated SAH with extension into the ventricular system. Isolated IVH without cisternal SAH is considered a hallmark for distal aneurysmal rupture (33.3% in our series) though not uncommon with proximal PICA aneurysms (11.1% in our series). Aneurysms arising from the tonsillomedullary segment are known to hemorrhage into the fourth ventricle alone (13,16).

Cerebellar parenchymal hematoma suggests rupture of aneurysm along the cortical or telovelotonsillary segment of PICA. This can often extend into the ventricular system. Presence of small peri-ventricular focal clots on imaging suggests this possibility. In our series intracerebellar hematoma was seen in 3 patients of which one was due to a giant aneurysm from the proximal segment.

Angiography
Although arteriography of the dominant vertebral artery reveals the aneurysm, the necessity for direct visualization of each VA and its branches has been repeatedly stressed. One should not depend on contralateral VA washout to provide opposite PICA visualization. Similarly, initial arteriographic studies may miss the aneurysm though the clinical and radiological suspicion may be high. This stresses the need for a repeat angiography until one is satisfied with the anatomical delineation. Two of the aneurysms in our series were missed out on the original study despite a complete absence of vasospasm. It is also important to determine whether the PICA is reduplicated, whether AICA is supplying PICA territory also, whether the opposite artery is missing and whether the posterior communicating arteries are of the fetal type. This information is vital prior to a planned or emergency VA sacrifice.

Management
Though aneurysm size is an important factor in determining risk for hemorrhage, distal PICA aneurysms have a higher propensity to rupture even at smaller sizes probably due to thinner walls (8). Early surgery for ruptured aneurysms prevents rebleeding and allows vasospasm to be treated aggressively. This applies in particular to ruptured PICA aneurysms as rebleeding rates may be as high as 78%. Outcomes following surgical treatment of PICA aneurysms are sparse in recent literature.
Peerless and Drake (23) analyzed 146 cases and classified outcomes as excellent, good, poor and dead. This study lacked a definitive objective score for outcome measurement. Patients in good neurological status at the time of admission had better overall outcome which we would naturally expect regardless of aneurysm location. Hudgins et al. (13) reported on 21 PICA aneurysms presenting with SAH. They also used similar scales for evaluation of outcome and showed that patients with higher Hunt and Hess grades had a greater incidence of poorer outcomes. In a study of 38 patients by Horowitz et al. (12), 66% had new postoperative deficits. Outcomes were projected as GOS scores reducing the bias in observer assessment. 89% of the patients had a GOS score of 1 or 2, one year after surgery indicating excellent prognosis.

In our study, the WFNS classification was used as a predictor of patient’s prognosis/outcome (GOS), though no statistical conclusion could be drawn as all the patients were in good clinical grade at the time of presentation.

Surgical Nuances

PICA aneurysms have always been a surgical challenge owing to its closeness to the lower cranial nerves and brainstem. Successful dissection and clipping of these aneurysms often results in handling of lower cranial nerves. This often results in transient swallowing difficulty in the postoperative period that can be quite distressing to an otherwise normal patient. Many neurosurgeons, over the years, have improvised in their approaches to minimize cranial nerve traction during dissection especially for the larger aneurysms. One of these has been the far lateral suboccipital approach as first described by Heros (11) in an attempt to minimize postoperative morbidity.

Bertalanffy et al. (2) in their series of VA-PICA junction aneurysms used the lateral suboccipital transcondylar approach. This also included removal of posterior arch of C1. This trajectory proved quite optimal for proximal PICA aneurysms. Post-operatively only 2 patients (29%) had transient lower cranial nerve palsies.

In the description by Ambrosio et al. (4), the incidence of new onset transient vocal cord palsy was 10% with one patient requiring tracheostomy. They suggest excision of posterior arch of C1 and occipital condylar drilling for reaching proximal PICA aneurysms from below the lower cranial nerves rather than working in-between. They do mention an increased risk of CSF leak, 15% in their series, and new postoperative neck pain.

In a study of 13 PICA aneurysms by Liew et al. (20), use of the far lateral approach without condylar resection resulted in an excellent outcome at 6 months. Only one patient developed transient lower cranial nerve palsy and there was no incidence of CSF leak. Salcman et al. (27) in their review on aneurysms of the PICA-VA complex describe that the majority of the patients can be operated in the lateral decubitus or three-quarter prone position employed for retromastoid exploration. Control of the proximal VA can be obtained by far lateral craniectomy without resection of the posterior lip of the foramen magnum and dissection of the arachnoid caudal to the 9th and 10th cranial nerves.

Present Study

The overall outcome in our study was good with 88.9% of the patients evaluated at the time of discharge being independent. Only 6 patients had new postoperative neurological deficits, majority having recovered within 3 months. We were not able to correlate WFNS scores at the time of admission with the GOS scores as almost all patients presented to us in good clinical grades probably due to late referral pattern in our setting.

In our series postoperative morbidity was more related to hydrocephalus than lower cranial nerve dysfunction. Of the series that discuss perioperative morbidity, the incidence of lower cranial nerve deficits ranges anywhere between 20% and 66%. Our incidence of vocal cord paresis at 7.4% was substantially low in comparison to earlier series.

Unlike aneurysms in the anterior circulation, PICA aneurysms have a higher propensity to bleed even if small. Hence we believe that PICA aneurysms should be obliterated whenever they are diagnosed. Though the debate of clipping vs. coiling still continues whenever the subject of intracranial aneurysms are raised, we feel that direct inspection of the aneurysm and its related neurovascular anatomy especially for PICA aneurysms, makes open surgery advantageous. This not only allows for identification of perforators from the parent artery but also, if required, trapping in case of complex and poor configuration aneurysms. Use of Yasargil ring clips or application of clips obliquely across PICA can often avoid the perforating vessels. Surgery also becomes more preferable when there is an associated hematoma that needs evacuation or when there is a variation in the anatomy of the blood supply to PICA region.

A good knowledge of posterior skull base anatomy is essential when approaching PICA aneurysms. The approach could be either a midline or lateral skull base approach depending on the segment of PICA that is involved. One should always be prepared if the need arises, for PICA reconstruction and excision of an associated AVM. The extreme tortuosity of the vertebral and PICA arteries may occasionally influence the laterality of the surgical approach. For aneurysms arising from the first 2 segments of PICA, a far-lateral suboccipital approach provides sufficient VA and proximal PICA exposure to apply temporary and permanent clips. We believe that the resection of the foramen magnum rim without removal of the condyle and posterior arch of C1 provides adequate exposure for proximal PICA aneurysms. Occasionally, for patients who are obese and/or have a short neck, removal of the posterior arch of C1 becomes necessary for widening the space for dissection. This extra bony removal allows one to look rostrally along the brainstem. The amount of cerebellar retraction is less and the working corridor is beneath the lower cranial nerves rather than between them, thus avoiding excessive manipulation. Though several authors advocate...
partial drilling of the occipital condyle, we strongly feel that this leads to significant new postoperative neck pain and also increases the chances of CSF leak. Our extremely low incidence of postoperative lower cranial nerve palsy does not justify the need for condylar resection. The retrolabyrinthine transsigmoid approach advocated by Giannotta and Maceri (9) takes the surgeon in front of the lower cranial nerves but we have had no personal experience.

Lesions arising from the distal three segments of PICA are approached by a standard midline/ paramedian suboccipital craniectomy. Aneurysms located beneath the tonsil can be tackled after subpial tonsillar resection rather than mobilizing the tonsil to avoid premature rupture. The PICA can be sacrificed distal to the choroidal point, but if the lesion is more proximal and cannot be clipped, an end-to-end anastomosis or a distal bypass should be performed to preserve blood supply to the deep cerebellar nuclei and brainstem. Aneurysms arising from AICA-PICA variant are extremely rare, though this variant has been commonly described in literature. We had two cases of AICA-PICA variant aneurysms of which one patient had a poor outcome (14). We feel that the poor outcome could partly be due to medullary ischemia secondary to retrograde perforator spasm. There are possibly perforators to the brainstem arising from distal segments of AICA-PICA variant that have to be carefully identified intraoperatively for safe clipping. Further studies are required to understand the exact configuration of the AICA-PICA variant.

In summary, PICA aneurysms, by virtue of their rarity and strategic location pose a unique technical challenge. In treating patients with suspected SAH whose CT imaging is normal, special attention should be given to the fourth ventricle and the possibility of VA-PICA aneurysms. Angiography should be performed with separate injections of each vertebral artery. Occasionally, these aneurysms may be missed on the initial study and therefore the study has to be repeated again after an interval of at least 2 weeks. Surgical planning must take into account the location of the aneurysm, the presence of any anatomical variations of the parent vessel and the need for an anastomosis or bypass procedure. A thorough search for brainstem perforators is essential prior to trapping though it has been claimed to be safe for aneurysms arising distal to the choroidal point. The use of a far lateral approach without condylar resection provides sufficient space for aneurysm dissection without significant manipulation of the lower cranial nerves and avoids the increased morbidity associated with condylar resection. Maintaining a caudal to rostral view beneath the cranial nerves rather than through them has significantly decreased postoperative lower cranial nerve dysfunction that used to be the major cause of morbidity. Our series showed that the majority of PICA aneurysm patients have an excellent outcome after surgical treatment and their presence should not deter the surgeon from clipping them.
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